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South America 1984
Evelio Echevarria

1984 was again one of the poorest years on record for Andean mountaineering and
face climbing, if not for trekking. Bad weather was the main factor, coupled to
political unrest that in some countries has reduced or deterred both local and
foreign climbing. Hostility to expeditions did not, this year, take to open attacks
as it did in 1983, but was limited, entry to valleys being barred. Political hostility
is becoming a characteristic especially in Peru, as well as in Bolivia, Chile and
Argentina but not in Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador which now have a well
established political stability. This, plus a devaluation of currency and easy access
from North America and Europe, has brought an increase in mountain activity,
particularly in trekking.

Venezuela
Foreign parties have not been prominent but local ones have been busy, as they
are every year. Worth mentioning are the first ascent (by Jaime Bautista) and the
second (by Jose Betancourt and Cesar Pernalete) of the NW buttress of Pico
Bolivar (5002m), highest point in the country. Betancourt and other young
climbers from Merida have also been ascending most of the pinnacles and
aiguilles that form complex ridges.

Colombia and Ecuador
Three Americans including John Thackray climbed the N faces of Pico Ojeda
(5490m), Pico Oriental (5375m) and the 5278m high unnamed peak to the west of
the latter, all located in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, northern Colombia.
Arhuaco Indians no longer seem to oppose entry to their mountain territory and
have chosen instead to impose fairly heavy charges for the mandatory use of pack
animals that carry loads to the heart of the range. Ecuador has registered an
upsurge in trekking parties, mostly from Germany, but weather in both countries
was unsettled for most of 1984.

Peru
Nowhere in the Andes did bad weather hamper expeditions more than it did in
the Cordillera Blanca. Several parties reported excessively deep snow, stormy
weather and changed conditions on ice faces. A Mexican group reported.that the
popular Nevado Pisco Oeste now has a 40m deep bergschrund shortly below its
top. Successful enterprises were very few: the first solo ascent of Huandoy Oeste
(6355m) by the Spaniard Juan Quintana (13 August) and the second ski descent
of the S face of Artesonraju (6025m) by the American Kirri Anderson, who began
it some l50m below the top. The same Quintana also climbed the American route
on Chacraraju to the summit ridge, but did not dare to follow the corniced ridge
itself to the summit, about 120m higher. Ecuadorian climbers, increasingly more
and more active in Peru, failed for the third time on Nevado Santa Cruz. Another
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party from Quito also failed on Huantsan, but ascended the neighbour peaks of
Huamashraju, Rurec and Yahuar Raju.

In the Cordillera Huayhuash there were two enterprises of importance: the first
ascent of the great N face of Nevado Puscanturpa (562lm), by Italians Osvaldo
Antonietti and Silvio Mondinelli, and the campaign by four Americans led by
Mark Lowe who, among other ascents, accomplished the first ascents of Sarapo
Oeste (5567m), Ancocancha Este (c. 5600m) and of Seria Norte (5860m), all
between 25 July and 13 August.

Bolivia
The only event worth mentioning seems to have been a new route on Illampu.
Jugoslavs Ales Rotar and Janez Zupan, after several other repeat ascents, climbed
the NW face on its right side to join the SW ridge at around 6060m, and thence to
the summit (6362m). At the beginning of the bad weather season Evelio
Echevarria visited the Cordillera de Quimsa Cruz, S of Illimani. Climbing alone
in early January, he made the second ascent ofCerro Don Luis (5360m), and the
first of Cerro Colorado (or Yanaloma) (5280m), both located at the southern end
of the range, east and west, respectively, of Huallatani lake.

Chile
Bad weather and heavy snowfall kept local mountaineering at a minimum. In the
dry, barren northern highlands, locally known as puna, archaeological
mountaineering continued as actively as in past years. Noteworthy are the altars
and fireplaces found 0;1 the summits of Doiia Ines (5070m) and Volcan CopiapO
(6072m). On the latter mountain, located on the border with Argentina, a large
civilian-military group climbed to the summit to make a complete survey of
findings, later to be analyzed by archaeologist Angel Dunin. Winter and ski
ascents, for long neglected in South America, have had a modest beginning. A
Spanish ski instructor residing in Chile, Fernando Garrido, climbed Tupungatito
(5640m) on skis on 10 October. He then headed for Tupungato (6550m), the
highest mountain in central Chile. On ski, he reached 5300m, continuing on foot,
bivouacked at 5500m, and completed the ascent to the top on 16 October. In the
southernmost lands of the country, a party of eight climbers led by Jorge Cattoni
twice climbed the Torre Norte del Paine (3 and 4 February) and members
Dagoberto Delgado and Francisco Arias climbed the Torre Central by the British
route to just under the prominent shoulder, some lOOm below the top, where they
were forced by a storm to descend. Another ascent by this expedition was that of
Paine Chico (2460m), on 28 January. The most important Chilean enterprise was
the first crossing of the Cordillera Darwin in Tierra del Fuego, accomplished in
February 1983 by eight students of the Universidad Austral of Punta Arenas.
They traversed the range from Seno (fjord) del Almirantazgo to Puerto Williams
in 20 days.

Argentina
This is the one Andean country that has maintained a constant increase in all
aspects of mountaineering and climbing. Among many other ascents, the
following deserve to be mentioned. In the northern drylands, Salta mountaineers
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Luis Aguilar and Cristian Vitry made the first ascent of Luracatao (S8S0m), a
peak in the Cachi district, on 19 August. Antonio Beorchia, as every year, led
several high mountain archaeological enterprises, locating and inspecting pre
Colurnbian ruins atop Cerro Las Cuevas (SOOOm) in the Aconquija group, and
Nevado Caj6n (S468m) in the Cafayate district. In the central region of the
country, members of a climbing course accomplished the second ascent of Cerro
Pabe1l6n (61S2m) and seven Mendoza climbers made the first ascents of five rock
peaks over 4900m located north of the railroad station of Punta de Vacas. They
then traversed further north into the Volcan valley to make the first ascent of the
very fine ice peak of Cerro Bonete (S28Im), all in mid January. Another Andean
first ski ascent was also accomplished in 1984. Mendoza climbers Daniel Alto and
Rodolfo Grisop reached the summit of the border peak ofVolcan Maipo (S290m)
in the evening of 27 September after a long one-week march over curiously mixed
ground of snow, ashes, sand and lava.
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